DON’T SELF PAY CLAIMS

CLAIMS REPORTING

Report a claim to us as soon as possible!

Take the right steps to report your
Georgia Workers’ Compensation claims.

SELF
PAY CLAIMS
Sometimes it might seem like self-paying the medical

Builders Insurance Group...

We can work together to deliver the best possible care for your
injured employees and better manage claims costs.
Direct all claims related questions, including assistance
creating or updating your Panel of Physicians to
medicalmanagement@bldrs.com.

costs of an injury to avoid reporting a claim will save

an employer money. Self-payment of a claim is
NEVER acceptable nor does it usually reduce an
employer’s costs. Often when an employer pays
a claim out-of-pocket, they subsequently end up

To file a claim, go online to
http://www.bldrs.com/claims-center.php, our preferred method or
call 800.883.9305.
It’s quick and easy!

reporting that claim to Builders Insurance Group due

to many factors including improper management of
the care and complications in the recovery process.

Working Together to Achieve:

If this happens, Builders Insurance Group is only
obligated to reimburse the employer for how much
WE would have paid for the claim had we directed
the care from the beginning. This situation almost

always results in the employer recouping less than
what they paid out-of-pocket.

www.bldrs.com
1.800.883.9305
P.O. Box 723099
Atlanta, GA 31139-0011

• Caring Claims Management
• Expert Medical Care
• Reduced Costs
www.bldrs.com • 800-883-9305
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How an employer handles a
Workers’ Compensation claim when
an accident happens can have a
dramatic impact on the quality of
care an injured worker receives and
the overall cost of the claim.

STEP 1

www.bldrs.com • 800.883.9305

That’s why it’s important to report a claim to Builders Insurance
Group as soon as an accident occurs. Our goal is to be your
partner and ensure that your injured worker gets the care
necessary for a full recovery and fast return to work.
The medical and indemnity cost of a claim increases an
average of 15 percent when the loss is reported more than 3
days from the date of injury.

STEP 2

In addition, these cases do not receive
the thorough and caring oversight of
a Builders Insurance Group claims
representative. Plus there is a direct,
long-term impact to your experience
mod, resulting in increased Workers’
Compensation costs.

STEP 3

Develop a Valid Panel of Physicians

Direct Employee to See Physician

Report the Claim ASAP

This is a custom list of doctors/medical facilities from
our network of approved care providers that are near
your jobsite.

Once an injury occurs, the employee should
immediately be directed to see one of the physicians
on your Panel.*

Report the claim immediately to
Builders Insurance Group.

Why? It is required by law that Georgia employers
have a current Panel of Physicians posted on the
jobsite.

When? Develop your Panel as soon as
and update it annually.

possible

How? Builders Insurance Group

will assist
you in creating your Panel of Physicians. Email
MedicalManagement@bldrs.com any time.

Reduce costs and ensure the best medical care
possible for your most valuable asset –

your employees.

Why?

Why?

When? As soon as an injury occurs.*If urgent

When?

The doctors in our network are preapproved with negotiated fee schedules. They
provide a high level of expert care at reduced costs
from physicians outside the network.

care is required, address the immediate medical
needs at the closest facility and then refer to the
Panel of Physicians.

How? Print and post a valid Panel of Physicians
on all jobsites in a prominent place.

The claim will be assigned to one of our
dedicated, caring claims representatives who will
oversee the entire claims process, ensuring the best
care possible and a quick return to work.
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AFTER AN
INJURY OCCURS. Seek appropriate medical care as
outlined in Step 2 then immediately report the claim.

How? File online http://www.bldrs.com/claims-center.php,
our preferred method or call 800.883.9305. It’s quick
and easy!

